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Magnetorheology: a review
Jose R. Morillas and Juan de Vicente *
Magnetic Soft Matter is a rapidly evolving discipline with fundamental and practical interest. This is due
to the fact that its physical properties can be easily controlled through external magnetic fields. In this
review paper, we revisit the most recent progress in the field (since 2010) emphasizing the rheological
properties of these fascinating materials. New formulations and flow kinematics are discussed. Also, new




Magnetorheology is the science dealing with the rheological
properties of magnetorheological (MR) materials. MR materials
are magnetic field-responsive multi-phased systems. They gene-
rally consist of a magnetizable solid phase dispersed in a non-
magnetic carrier that can be either a liquid (so-called MR fluids,
MRFs) or an elastomer (so-called MR elastomers, MREs).1
Currently, special emphasis is given to the case of MR materials
prepared in rheologically more complex media (so-called non-
Newtonian fluids) such as plastics, shear thinning, shear
thickening and/or viscoelastic media. These media bridge the
gap between classical purely Newtonian and perfectly elastic
carriers used in the formulation of MRFs and MREs, respectively.
In this review paper we will refer to them as generalized MR
materials (GMRMs). Apart from GMRMs, other emerging MR
materials are MR foams, MRF impregnated composites and
hybrid MR materials. Fig. 1 summarizes currently existing MR
materials.
The origins of magnetorheology are linked to MRFs (see
Section 2).2 MRFs exhibit a liquid-to-solid transition under the
application of a magnetic field. Their major characteristic is a
field dependent yield stress (i.e. a minimum stress is needed for
the MRF to flow). This property is commonly expressed by the
so-called relative MR effect that is defined as the ratio between
the stress increment under field and the stress value in the
absence of the field. It is important to remark that the MR effect
depends both on the on-state (magnetization level M and
particle volume fraction f) and on the off-state properties
(viscous dissipation within the carrier) of the material.
Since the particles within a MRF sediment in short time
scales due to the density mismatch between the particles and
the carrier, the interest quickly moved toward MREs (see
Section 3). In this case, the particles are entrapped within an
elastomeric matrix and sedimentation is hindered. Now, the
price to pay is a much smaller relative MR effect measured, in
this case, as the ratio between the storage modulus increment
under field and the storage modulus value in the absence
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of the field.3 The major characteristic of any MRE is the
stiffness and loss factor (also called damping factor). Both of
them are dictated by M, f and the viscoelastic properties of the
matrix.
More recently, novel MR materials have appeared in the
intermediate region between fluids and elastomers. These novel
formulations fully prevent particle settling without diminishing
the MR effect (see Section 4).
Eventhough MR materials are definitely not newcomers,
there is still today substantial interest in further developing
these materials from practical and fundamental points of view.
They already serve as interfaces between electronic and
mechanical devices in multiple applications.4,5 Additionally,
they serve as model systems (with easily tunable interparticle
interactions) for a better understanding of directed colloidal
self-assembly6 and glass transition.7
Currently there exist many review papers in this field of
research8–19 as well as some books.20–23 The present review
paper solely focuses in the most recent advances since 2010.
In writing this review we have carefully revised upwards of
3000 publications in JCR journals. We hope that this review will
allow to shed light on new directions for fundamental research
and foster novel applications in this field.
1.2. Synthesis of magnetic particles
Any MR material is constituted by at least three components:
particles, carrier and additives. Usually, the particles are
magnetically responsive micron sized carbonyl iron powders
(CIPs) and both the carrier and the additives are not magnetic.
Besides CIPs, among the many methods described in the
literature to synthesize magnetic particles (e.g. Singamaneni
et al.24), clearly the majority of publications in the last ten years
make use of hydro- and solvothermal methods. Interestingly,
with these methods it is possible to easily obtain particles with
controlled chemistry (magnetite,25 Ni–Zn ferrite,26 cobalt27),
size28–30 and shape (spherical,25 octahedral31 and flower like27).
Moreover, hydrothermal methods have also been successful in the
fabrication of hollow magnetic particles.32
Other methods and syntheses modifications apart from
hydro- and solvothermal ones have also been reported in the
formulation of MRFs. For instance, Berasategi et al.33 used the
electric explosion of a wire to fabricate iron nanoparticles
with a saturation magnetization larger than that of CIPs and a
high production rate. Noma et al.34 used arc plasma to
fabricate spherical crystalline Fe nanoparticles of 100 nm
diameter and a saturation magnetization of 190 emu g1.
Arief and Mukhopadhyay used polyol methods to synthesize
Co0.9Ni0.1 particles of 450 nm diameter
35 and hydrothermal
reduction to fabricate CoNi nanoplatelets.36 Nickel nanowires
were fabricated by Xia et al.37,38 using a one-step synthesis
method. Composite magnetizable polymeric particles were
synthesized by Rodriguez-Lopez et al.39 using micro-
fluidic devices and by Kim et al.40 using mini-emulsion
polymerization. These composite particles consisted of
micronsized polymeric particles with nanosized magnetic
inclusions. Finally, magnetic carbon nanoparticles were also
synthesized by Lee et al.41 through carbonization of iron-
doped polypyrrole nanoparticles.
1.2.1. Post-treatment, surface functionalization and additives.
Once the particles are synthesized, it is frequently needed to
subject them to a post-treatment42,43 and/or to carry out their
surface modification.44,45 Moreover, when dispersed in the carrier
it is also convenient to incorporate additives. Without weakening
the MR effect too much, one can improve the compatibility with
the carrier, the sedimentation stability, the tribological properties,
prevent interparticle aggregation in the off-state, etc. A comprehen-
sive review paper on the preparation of MRFs is that of
Ashtiani et al.46 In their paper, special emphasis is paid to
the sedimentation stability implications and MR effect. A more
recent review paper is that of Seo et al.47 This particular review
paper is more focused on the progress of coating approaches of
CIPs, especially with foamed polystyrene (PS) layers.
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The influence of annealing temperature in the magnetic
properties of the particles was investigated by Sedlacik et al.43
A larger annealing temperature resulted in a larger particle
magnetization. Also, the influence of plasma treatment of CIPs
in the suspension stability was reported by Sedlacik et al.42
An enhanced stability resulted from the interactions between
the fluorine bonded on the CIPs surface and methyl groups of
the silicone carrier oil. The influence of fatty acids (lauric,
myristic, palmitic and stearic acid) on the stability and MR
effect of silicone-based MRFs was investigated by Ashtiani and
Hashemabadi.48 They observed an enhancement when increasing
the carbon chain length of the acids. More recently, superplasticizer
molecules have also been used in the formulation of MRFs in an
attempt to reach extremely high particle loadings.49
2. Magnetorheological fluids (MRFs)
Magnetorheological fluids (MRFs) were the first in the big MR
family to be discovered. Review papers on MRFs are those of
Rankin et al.,8 Klingenberg,9 Bossis et al.,10 Bica,11 Goncalves
et al.,12 Park et al.,13 de Vicente et al.,14 Ghaffari et al.16 and
Felicia et al.18
2.1. Post-yield regime
When magnetized at rest, MRFs self-assemble forming struc-
tures oriented in the field direction. However, when a suffi-
ciently strong stress is superimposed (above the so-called yield
stress), these structures break and the MRF flows. Hence, MRFs
are said to behave as solids in the pre-yield regime and as
liquids in the post-yield regime. In practice, MRFs always
operate in the post-yield regime.
2.2. Yield stress
The mechanical behavior of MRFs is dictated by the magnetic
field-induced structures and they are characterized by a single
magnitude: the yield stress. Two yield stresses are generally
distinguished in this field: the static and the dynamic yield
stress. On the one hand, the static yield stress can be defined as
the upper stress limit of the pre-yield regime, i.e. the maximum
stress that the MRF can support when it is strained elastically,
without implying sample flow. On the other hand, the dynamic
yield stress can be seen as the stress level at the onset of the
post-yield regime. In this scenario, the sample is flowing but at
very small shear rate. Thus, the time scale related to particle
rearrangement is totally driven by the magnetic forces but not
by the hydrodynamic forces. As a result, at low shear rates the
MRF stress level is independent of the shear rate, that is, there
is a plateau in stress or a (dynamic) yield stress. The final goal
in MRF technology is to achieve the largest MR effect possible
and therefore the largest yield stress.
2.3. Challenges: stability
For any MRF to be of interest in practical applications, it must
exhibit a low off-state viscosity, be easily redispersable, be
stable (in terms of chemical and sedimentation stability) and
be resistant against chemical corrosion and/or wear.
Undoubtedly, a major problem in MRFs is that the particles
suffer from sedimentation instability because of the density
mismatch between them and the carrier. By both increasing the
viscosity of the carrier or reducing the density difference it is
possible to slow down the sedimentation.
Apart from being kinetically stable, particles must also be
chemically stable so that they do not (thermo)oxidize nor
corrode under extreme environments. Two recent experimental
papers on the importance of oxidation and corrosion are that
of Plachý et al.50 and Han et al.,51 respectively. In both cases,
saturation magnetization decreased when particles oxidized
and/or corroded and therefore the MR performance decreased
as well.
Durability is another requirement for MRFs. Desrosiers et al.52
identified base oil expansion and particle oxidation as two degrada-
tion phenomena in clutches, and proposed recirculation and
expansion volume as solutions. Also, Wiehe et al.53 reported the
temperature induced effects on the durability of MRFs. More
recently, it has been shown that two mechanisms affect
the durability of the MRF depending on its operating point.
In the pre-yield regime magnetostatic forces are responsible
for particle wear. In the post-yield regime, the degradation
mechanism is not clear but seems to be related to thermal/
chemical effects in the carrier fluid.54
For a recent review on the shortcomings of MR technology
we refer to Wahid et al.55
2.4. Experimental techniques
The mechanical properties of MRFs are typically investigated
using rheometry. Torsional flows are more frequently used in
their rheological evaluation,10 cake formation is investigated
through penetration tests with a blade56 and redispersibility is
studied using vane tools57 or freeze-sampling methods.58
The sedimentation stability was traditionally investigated by
visual inspection first by the naked eye and then with sophis-
ticated equipment that allowed us to track the sedimentation
profile (i.e. the mudline location) as a function of time.
However, by visual observation it is not possible to identify
any internal stratification in the MRF although it is now
well known that MRFs stratify in four sedimentation zones
(supernatant zone, original concentration zone, variable
concentration zone and sediment zone) in agreement with
the Kynch’s settling velocity model.59
A major breakthrough in the understanding of the sedimen-
tation behavior of MRFs was the use of magnetic inductance
monitoring techniques.60–62 They are based on the magnetic
permeability mismatch between the particles and the carrier
and the idea that the reluctance of a MRF depends on its
particle loading. Hence, after calibration, it is possible to get
information on the particle concentration by simply measuring
the reluctance. Xie et al.63 and Choi et al.64 used a vertical axis
inductance monitoring system (VAIMS) to investigate the sedi-
mentation behavior of MRFs and the four sedimentation zones
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inductance sensor with a low aspect ratio coil to localize rapid
changes in concentration. However, a major disadvantage of
this technique is that the results depend on the magnetic field
strength and that the latter may also induce interparticle
aggregation. A solution for this is the use of thermal conduc-
tivity measurements.59
2.5. Formulations
Progress in the formulation of MRFs during the last ten years
can be grouped in two categories: core–shell particles and
bidisperse MRFs.
2.5.1. Core–shell particles. Simply covering the magnetic
particles with appropriate materials in a core–shell structure is
clearly the most direct way to improve dispersion stability66,67
and reduce the effective density of the magnetic particles68
thus preventing sedimentation,69 oxidation69,70 and increasing
corrosion resistance to the working environment.71,72 Addition-
ally, such a coating can provide the particles with a dual
responsive character (e.g. response to external electric fields
with a polyaniline (PANI) coating73,74) and/or improve the
tribological properties of the suspensions.71,75 Of course, the
price to pay is a lower particle magnetization (if the coating
is not magnetic) and, therefore, a lower MR effect as the coating
shell gets thicker.
There is a vast amount of publications in the last ten years
reporting the synthesis of core–shell magnetic particles for MR
applications. Two recent review papers on polymeric coatings
are those of Liu et al.76 and Seo et al.47 In Table 1 we show a
summary of some of the most recent papers describing the
fabrication of core–shell particles.
2.5.2. Bidisperse MRFs. During the last ten years there has
been a very active work on the fabrication of MRFs by mixing
particles with different characteristics. These are so-called
bidisperse MRFs. Traditionally, the main population consists
of CIP while the minority population can be very diverse
(e.g. big or small, spherical or not spherical, magnetically soft
or hard, magnetic or non-magnetic, mechanically hard or soft,
etc.). By using bidisperse MRFs one can improve dispersion
stability,95 reduce the off-state viscosity,96 increase the MR
effect95,97–101 and minimize the sedimentation.97,98
First papers in this field explored mixing particles of different
sizes (bimodal MRFs) with at least one particle in the micro-
meter range. In these references two main groups can be
distinguished depending on the particle diameter ratio between
Table 1 Formulation routes followed by different references in the literature to obtain core–shell particles. Main morphological features are also
summarized. MWCNT: multiwalled carbon nanotube
Publication Core/shell Size, diameter (nm) Shape Preparation method or suppliers
Liu et al.66 CIP/silica B4500 Spheres CD grade from BASF/Stöber
Gao et al.67 Magnetite/PS B100 Spheres Coprecipitation/Shirasu porous glass
(SPG) membrane emulsification technique
Sedlačı́k et al.68 CIP/PANI B3500 Spheres EA grade from BASF/polymerization
Cvek et al.69 CIP/poly(glycidyl methacrylate)
(PGMA)
B2000 Spheres SL grade from BASF/surface-initiated atom
transfer radical polymerization
Mrlik et al.70 CIP/cholesteryl chloroformate B2000 Spheres ES grade from BASF/two step reaction
Lee et al.71 CIP/PMMA B4000 Spheres ISI/polymerization
Esmaeilzare et al.72 CIP/cerium oxide CeO2,
lanthanum oxide La2O3 and
praseodymium oxide Pr2O3.
B2000/unknown Spheres CN grade from BASF/Merck, Alfa Aesar, Sigma Aldrich
Sim et al.73 Magnetite/PANI B800 Spheres Solvothermal and oxidation polymerization
Min et al.74 CIP/PANI B2000 Spheres CC grade from BASF/one step in situ oxidation
polymerization process
Chen et al.75 CIP/graphene oxide B1000 Spheres CM grade from BASF/Hummers’ method
Dong et al.77 Sepiolite/magnetite Unknown Rods Sigma Aldrich/coprecipitation
Hajalilou et al.78 CIP/Ag B1000 Spheres Unknown/Green method
Kim et al.79 CIP/polyamide 6 B4500 Spheres CD grade from BASF/in situ polymerization
method through a phase inversion method
Kim et al.80 CIP/PGMA B2000 Spheres CC grade from BASF/dispersion polymerization
Kwon et al.81 CIP/xanthan gum B5000 Spheres ISP/solvent casting method
Kwon et al.82 Magnetite/PANI Unknown Spheres Micelle-assisted self-assembly method
Nguyen et al.83 CIP/silica B4500 Spheres CD grade from BASF/Stöber
Park et al.84 Magnetite/PMMA B10 Spheres Coprecipitation/double miniemulsion method
Park et al.85 Magnetite/polypyrrole B500 Spheres Hydrothermal/in situ polymerization
Piao et al.86 PANI/magnetite Unknown Fibers Chemical oxidative polymerization/precipitation
Chae et al.87 PS/magnetite B500 Spheres Surfactant-free Pickering emulsion polymerization/Sigma
Aldrich
Fang and Choi88 CIP/MWCNT B4500 Spheres CD grade from BASF/using 4-aminobenzoic acid
Fang et al.89 CIP/PANI/MWCNT B4500 Spheres CD grade from BASF/dispersion polymerization
and solvent casting
Fang et al.90 CIP/PS/MWCNT B4500 Spheres CD grade from BASF/dispersion polymerization
and emulsification
Liu et al.91 CIP/silica B4500 Spheres CD grade from BASF/sol–gel method based
on the silane grafted CIP in two steps
Liu and Choi92 PMMA/magnetite B10 000 Snowman Seeded polymerization/coprecipitation
Liu and Choi93 CIP/silica/MWCNT B4500 Spheres CD grade from BASF/sol–gel/layer-by-layer
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the main and minority populations. In a first group, the large-to-
small diameter ratio is around 10 so that both populations are
non-colloidal in size. Thanks to the sample polydispersity, their
main advantage is a smaller off-state viscosity in comparison to
monomodal counterparts for the same solid concentration.
At the same time, they show a larger on-state yield stress as
small particles seem to help larger ones to get structured in more
anisotropic aggregates.102,103 Previous features enhance the MR
effect. However, these MRFs suffer from a high sedimentation
rate due to the large size of the particles.
The tendency to sedimentation was partially overcome in a
second group of works where the minority population is in the
nanosized range (large-to-small diameter ratio around 1000).
As a consequence, it suffers from Brownian motion interacting
with the main population and hindering the sedimentation of
the latter. Although these systems are also polydisperse, the fact
that one of the populations is Brownian does not guarantee a
reduction in the off-state viscosity. What is more, it has been
seen that the yield stress in the on-state (mainly borne by the
large particle structures) is not improved for any nanoparticle
concentration. The reason seems to be a weakening in the
primary structure due to the nanoparticles that reduce the
interaction between large particles and the typical length of
the structures the latter form.104,105
More recently, bimodal MRFs with a large-to-small diameter
ratio of 100 have been also studied. The key of this formulation
consists in the fact that the minority population has now a
mean diameter around 100 nm, just in the transition between
the magnetic single- and multi-domain regimes. In this bound-
ary regime, particles exhibit a maximum coercive field and with
this, superior magnetic properties in comparison to the main
population. As a result, magnetic interactions and yield stress
are enhanced in the on-state. At the same time, the coercivity
is responsible for the formation of core–shell supraparticles
with slower sedimentation rate and better redispersibility in the
off-state.106
The on-state yield stress and the sedimentation profile
for bimodal MRFs are plotted in Fig. 2a and b, respectively.
These bimodal MRFs are mixtures of CIPs and small particles
of different chemical composition in the aforementioned
boundary regime. As observed, in Fig. 2a and b, an enhanced
yield stress and sedimentation stability occurs for Fe-based
bimodal MRFs because nano-Fe has superior magnetic proper-
ties than micro-CIP.
Another particularly interesting set of bidisperse MRFs is the
case of dimorphic MRFs. In a dimorphic MRF the particles
differ in shape. Undoubtedly, the better understood dimorphic
MRFs are those constituted by spheres and rods. In these
systems, due to their shape, rod particles expose a larger wetted
area that makes them aggregate to reduce surface energy and
experience more contact points with other particles. Both facts
give rise to a stress bearing structure that interlocks the spheres
forming a secondary structure. As a result, in the off-state both
yield stress and sedimentation stability (see Fig. 2b) increase with
the rod concentration. In the on-state, the yield stress can be
increased as well, probably due to enhanced friction forces and/or
larger magnetization values provided by the particle anisotropy.
Nevertheless, a limitation in the rod concentration exists due to
their inferior magnetic properties (because of the nanometric size
of the rods) and also because the rods interfere in the chain
formation of the spherical particles (see Fig. 2a).97,107,108
There is a vast amount of publications in the last ten years
reporting the preparation of bidisperse MRFs. For a recent paper
we refer to Morillas et al.109 In Table 2 we show a summary of
some of the most recent papers on bidisperse MRFs.
Of course, one can further complicate things by using
tridisperse MRFs which consist of a mixture of three particles.
The literature on these MRFs is very scarce. A paper in 2011 by
Bombard and Teodoro,126 prepared tridisperse MRFs by mixing
two CIPs and water atomized iron powder in an attempt to
reach high volume fractions keeping the off-state viscosity as
low as possible.
2.6. Physical properties
In the absence of magnetic fields, MRFs behave as conventional
suspensions in the frontier between colloids and granular media.
Fig. 2 (a) Yield stress for bimodal and dimorphic MRFs based on micronsized CIP and different small particles. Small particles in bimodal MRFs are in the
transition between single- and multi-domain regimes. Small particles in dimorphic MRFs are fiber nanoparticles. The applied field strength is 147 kA m1.
The total particle concentration is fixed at 45 vol%. Adapted from Fig. 4 in ref. 109 with permission from ACS, copyright 2020. (b) Sedimentation profile, in
the absence of magnetic fields, for a selected large-to-small particle concentrations of the samples shown in (a). Adapted from Fig. 6 in ref. 109 with
permission from ACS, copyright 2020. (c) Magnetic contribution to the storage modulus of a bimodal AMRE as a function of the small particle
concentration and the applied field strength. The total particle concentration is fixed at 30 vol%. Points: shear experiments. Lines: effective permeability
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However, under the presence of a magnetic field, the magnetic
constituents in a MR material become magnetized and interact
through magnetostatic forces. In the case of MRFs at rest, these
forces will promote the dynamic self-assembly of the constituents
under a deterministic process if they overcome Brownian motion.
This criterion is commonly assessed in the specialized literature
through the coupling parameter k defined as the ratio between
magnetic and thermal energies. The dynamic self-assembly of
MRFs in the absence of flow has been investigated using
experiments,127,128 particle level simulations (CIP,128 shifted
dipoles129) and X-ray micro-computed tomography (XlCT).130
It has been demonstrated that the aggregation process (its time
scale) and the aggregate morphology are dictated by the ratio
between two length scales. First, the characteristic interparticle
distance R0 in the absence of a magnetic field given by the particle
volume fraction R0 B df
1/3 (d is the particle diameter). Secondly,
the distance Rm where the magnetostatic energy of a pair of
particles equals the thermal fluctuations: Rm B dl
1/3. If Rm o R0,
the aggregation process is diffusion limited while it will be deter-
ministic in the opposite case. In addition, large Rm/R0 values imply
columnar particle aggregates with defects (not aligned with the field)
are more likely than perfectly linear chains.
In the presence of a flow, hydrodynamic forces that try to
disperse the particles apart, compete against the magnetostatic
ones that promote interparticle aggregation. In fact, a dimen-
sionless number has been documented to describe the rheo-
logical response under shearing flow. This is the so-called
Mason number (Mn) commonly defined as the ratio of the
Table 2 Examples of bidisperse MRFs based on different particle materials. Diameter (spherical), ratio length : diameter (rod) or main size for irregular
shaped particles together with the synthesis method or supplier are also indicated
Publication Materials Size, diameter (nm) Shape Preparation method
Kim et al.95 CIP/chromium
dioxide
B4000/B10 Spheres/rods CM grade from BASF/unknown
Gudmundsson et al.96 CIP/CIP B1000/B1000 Spheres Various grades from BASF
Jiang et al.97 CIP/iron B3500/B50:unknown Spheres/rods CN grade from BASF/reduction of Fe2+
ion with excessive sodium borohydride
in aqueous solution
Powell et al.98 CIP/CIP/glass B2000/B8000/B11 000 Spheres Unknown grade from BASF/BASF/
Potters Sphericel









CIP/fumed silica B5000/B10 Spheres Unknown grade from BASF/Aerosil
Arief and
Mukhopadhyay101
Magnetite/iron B300/B800 : 200 Spheres/nanorod Thermal decomposition/solvothermal
Morillas et al.106 CIP/iron 1300/100 Sphere/irregular EW grade from BASF/US Research Nanomaterials
Sedlačı́k et al.107 CIP/iron B750/B590 : 135 Sphere/rod HS grade from BASF/surfactant-controlled
solvothermal method
Bombard et al.108 CIP/chromium
oxide
3000/nanometric Sphere/fiber EW grade from BASF/Sigma Aldrich
Bombard et al.108 CIP/goethite 3000/nanometric Sphere/fiber EW grade from BASF/Bayer
Morillas et al.109 CIP/magnetite 1300/150 Sphere/irregular EW grade from BASF/Sigma Aldrich
Morillas et al.109 CIP/barium ferrite 1300/50 Sphere/sphere EW grade from BASF/Sigma Aldrich
Arief and
Mukhopadhyay110
NiCo/Bmagnetite B700/B10 Spheres Polyol/Ferrotec
Esmaeilnezhad et al.111 CIP/magnetite B1000/B10 Spheres CM grade from BASF/precipitation
Jang et al.112 CIP/maghemite B7000/B500 Spheres/rods CM grade from BASF/HR-350 from Magnox
Jönkkäri et al.113 CIP/maghemite B1000/B10 Spheres HQ grade from BASF/LFS method
Klingenberg and
Ulicny114
CIP/glass B5000/B10 000 Spheres/hollow
spheres
Unknown grade from BASF/Accumet Corp.
Leong et al.115 CIP/maghemite B10 000/B10 Spheres Sigma Aldrich/coprecipitation





Fe/magnetite B2100  1130/B7 Sphere/sphere Merck/ROSEAL Co. (coprecipitation)
Susan-Resiga and
Vékás118
Fe/magnetite B10 000/B6.9 Sphere/sphere Merck KGaA/coprecipitation
Susan-Resiga and
Barvinschi119
Fe/magnetite B10 000/B6.9 Sphere/sphere Merck KGaA/coprecipitation
Piao et al.120 CIP/sepiolite B7000/B10 Sphere/rod CM grade from BASF/Sigma Aldrich
Chae et al.121 CIP/attapulgite B4000/B10 Sphere/rod CM grade from BASF/Fluorochem
Cvek et al.122 CIP/carbon allotropes B2500/B10 Sphere/rod SL grade from BASF/Sigma Aldrich
Kwon et al.123 CIP/halloysite B4500/B100 Sphere/unknown CD grade from BASF/Sigma Aldrich
Jonsdottir et al.124 CIP/iron B2000/B25 and
B2000/B100
Spheres HS grade from BASF/Nanostructured
& Amorphous Materials Inc.
Ngatu et al.125 Iron/iron Between 6000 and
10 000/230 diameter,
7500  5100 length
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aforementioned forces in the (hydrodynamic) Stokes’ drag and
(magnetostatic) dipolar approximations. Under this frame, the
equation of motion of the particles is solely controlled by Mn
and therefore it appears as a key parameter describing the
formation and breakage of the internal structures, and with
this, the rheology of the MRF. For small Mn, magnetostatics are
dominant. This leads to large and strong particle structures
along the field direction. On the contrary, for large Mn magne-
tostatics is negligible in comparison to hydrodynamic forces.
These leads to aggregate breaking and particles flowing.
Overall, three dimensionless numbers (l, f and Mn) dictate
the flow behavior of MRFs.
2.6.1. Shearing flow. In this section we revisit the most
recent progress in the understanding of the flow behavior of
MRFs under shearing flows. Here, we distinguish between drag
and capillary flows.
Under flow and magnetic fields, MRFs essentially behave as
plastic materials. For simplicity, the Bingham constitutive
equation is preferred but other plastic equations (e.g. Casson
and Herschel–Bulkley) can better explain the experimental
observations because of the nonlinear response when the yield
stress is exceeded.131
2.6.1.1. Drag flow. Undoubtedly, most of the literature under
shearing flow focuses on the understanding of MRFs in drag
flows (especially in plate–plate geometries) with a magnetic
field oriented in the velocity gradient direction.10,132 However,
other publications make use of other flow field kinematics and/
or magnetic field orientations. The following are some exam-
ples. Magnetorheological investigations have recently been
performed using concentric cylinders to reach high shear rates
(B30 000 s1) preventing the expulsion of MRF from the
gap due to centrifugal forces that are typically observed in
plate–plate configuration.133,134 In this particular geometry,
the formation of Taylor vortex flows was reported by Güth and
Maas.134 Furthermore, the magnetorheological behavior of
MRFs when the field is oriented in the vorticity direction was
investigated by Kuzhir et al.135 They reported an unexpected
high MR response that was explained by stochastic fluctuations
of positions and orientations of the particle aggregates. The
fluctuations were modeled as a rotary diffusion process with a
diffusion constant proportional to the mean square interaction
torque. A quadratic dependence with the particle concentration
was found.
Most investigations under shearing flows aim to understand
the yielding and flow behavior of MRFs. MRFs yield as a result
of the fact that the field-induced particle-based structures break
under shear. Confining surfaces (roughness, gap and magnetic
character) are found to strongly affect the yielding behavior of
MRFs.136,137 It has been reported that wall slip cannot always be
reliably detected by comparison of the flow curves measured
at different gap heights in contrast to classical colloidal
suspensions.137 Also, multipolar and multibody forces were
demonstrated to play a crucial role at least for perfectly aligned
monomodal structures.138 Being aware of the fact that chain-
like structures are not perfectly aligned with the magnetic field,
Guo et al.139 proposed a yield stress model by introducing an
exponential distribution for the orientation angle of the chains.
Interchain interactions were neglected in their model.
Once the MRFs yield, their viscosity steadily decreases
toward a constant high shear viscosity level that is achieved
when the particles are randomly distributed in the carrier. The
experimental viscosity (normalized by its high shear value) is
plotted as a function of Mn for different applied fields in
Fig. 3a. Berli and de Vicente131 demonstrated that viscosity
curves are well explained by a structural viscosity model that
reduces to the Casson model for very large magnetostatic
interactions. More recently, Cvek et al.140 investigated the
suitability of three constitutive equations to fit the flow curve
of magnetized MRFs: Robertson–Stiff, Herschel–Bulkley and
Mizrahi–Berk models, by comparing the correlation coefficients,
sum of square errors and root mean square errors. The statistical
analysis revealed that the best fitting was observed for the
Robertson–Stiff model. Sherman et al.141 discussed the relation-
ship between the Mn and the Bingham number (Bi) through a
so-called critical Mn. This relationship connects the microscopic
description of the particle dynamics (Mn) and the macroscopic
description of the bulk MRF (Bi). Then, Ruiz-López et al.142,143
showed the functional dependence of the critical Mn on the
different control parameters (magnetic field and volume fraction)
for MRFs and inverse ferrofluids using experiments and simula-
tions, and eventually provided a master curve. Finally, Jia et al.144
shed some light on how to extend the universal master curve
to the case of MRFs formulated in non-Newtonian carriers
(see Fig. 3b).
In most cases, the MR effect can be easily enhanced by
simply increasing the magnetic field strength† and the particle
concentration. The effect of the magnetic field strength was
reported in the classical papers by Ginder and coworkers146 and
is now better understood for homogeneous and/or saturating
fields.147–149 However, the influence of particle concentration is
still not well understood yet. A recent overview on the influence of
particle loading is that of Bossis et al.150 They benefited from
using plasticizer molecules to formulate highly concentrated CIP
suspensions (f 4 55 vol%) that were flowable in the off-state.
However, they assumed that the yield stress was linear with the
particle concentration and this is not in agreement with other
publications where the yield stress increases slower than linear
for high concentrations.151 For comparison, in Fig. 3e and f the
yield stress scaled by the particle concentration is shown using
both experiments and finite element method simulations.
In addition, simulations by Morillas and de Vicente152 showed
that a maximum existed (with the volume fraction) in the case of
monodisperse particles preassembled in a lattice under affine
deformation and saturating fields.
In the last ten years there has been substantial progress on
the understanding of the influence of particle size on the
shearing flow behavior of MRFs. Generally speaking, the bigger
the particles the larger their magnetization and hence the
† An exception is the so-called negative MR effect reported by Sakudaet al.145 on
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larger the yield stress.153,154 Nevertheless, of special interest are
those particles that are in the transition between mono- and
multi-domain magnetic regimes (particle diameters of around
100 nm). As already stated in Section 2.5.2, these particles
exhibit a maximum coercive field and, with this, a superior
magnetization and MR effect for the same applied external field
than their mono- and multi-domain counterparts.154
It has also been reported the influence of particle shape. Most of
the publications to date concern rod-like particles155–159 although
some publications do discuss plate-like particles as well.157,160
Fig. 3 (a) Experimental viscosity, normalized by its high shear value, as a function of the Mason number Mn, for a commercial MRF (LordMRF-140CG)
under different magnetic fields. The black solid line corresponds to the Bingham model equation as fitted to the experimental data. From ref. 141 with
permission from Elsevier, copyright 2020. (b) Shear stress normalized by the yield stress as a function of an equivalent Mason number MnE, defined as the
ratio between viscous and yield stresses. Symbols correspond to MRFs based on CIP dispersed in shear thickening (dispersion of fumed silica in ethylene
glycol), shear-thinning (a methyl cellulose solution) and Newtonian (silicone oil) carriers. Adapted from Fig. 3 in ref. 144 with permission from IOP
Publishing, copyright 2020. (c and d) Simulated viscosity, normalized by its high shear value, versus Mn according to 2D molecular dynamics-like
simulations. Two mechanisms for energy dissipation are considered: (c) viscous dissipation due to Stokes drag law and (d) inelastic collisions between
particles. Adapted from Fig. 3 in ref. 182 with permission from RSC, copyright 2020. (e) MRF yield stress, normalized by the particle volume fraction, as a
function of the applied field strength. Blue points: experiments from the literature on CIP based MRFs with different concentrations. Purple star: shear
stress after jamming transition in a high-concentrated (61 vol%) MRF. Red line: finite element method simulations for a pair of particles under affine
motion. Black line: analytical model including particle pole saturation and affine motion. Blue line: similar to the red line but supposing that shear happens
in a cutting plane. Adapted from Fig. 1 in ref. 150 with permission from Frontiers, copyright 2020. (f) MRF yield stress, normalized by the particle volume
fraction, as a function of the applied field for different concentrations. Points: experiments on MRFs based on CIP. Lines: finite element method
simulations for a periodic lattice of particles under affine motion. Adapted from Fig. 10 (in ref. 149 with permission from AIP, copyright 2020) and Fig. 9
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The steady shear behavior of rod-like based MRFs has been
described by Bell et al.155 and Gómez-Ramı́rez et al.158 and the
dynamic shear behavior has been reported by de Vicente et al.156
in the linear viscoelastic (LVE) regime and by Kuzhir et al.161 in
the non-linear viscoelastic regime. Experiments, simulations and
theoretical developments have suggested that rod-like particles
exhibit lower sedimentation rate and higher yield stress than
spherical ones. Presumably these superior properties were due to
a larger interparticle friction and higher magnetization level
(lower demagnetization factor for rod-like particles).
At present, it is not clear how important both contributions
are to the yield stress and a universal explanation is still missing
in the literature. Both the shape of the extremity of the rod-like
particles162 and their aspect ratio159 are crucial to understand
the magnetostatic contribution to the yield stress.
Apart from promoting stability, additives can also play an
essential role in the shearing flow behavior of MRFs. A clear
example is that of Bossis et al.49 In their paper, a superplasti-
cizer molecule was used to coat the CIPs and concentrate them
in water as much as possible. However, a discontinuous shear
thickening (DST) transition appeared as a result of solid inter-
particle friction under the superposition of small magnetic
fields (orders of 10 kA m1) that pushed the iron particles
together and expelled the molecules from the interparticle gap.
The critical shear rate associated to the DST phenomena was
magnetic field dependent (linearly dependent, see Fig. 3 in
their paper). As the magnetic force induced by the field can be
easily estimated, it may constitute an elegant approach for a
better understanding of the DST phenomenon. Their approach
is also useful to generate large changes in viscosity using very
small fields.
Traditionally, only shear stresses were investigated in mag-
netized MRFs subjected to shearing flows. However, with the
advent of modern rheometers that are capable to measure
normal forces as well, some researchers also moved their
attention to normal stresses in order to better comprehend
the MR mechanism.163 An easily accessible magnitude in a
plate–plate geometry is the normal force acting on the plates
due to the MRF. At rest, most of the publications report a
quadratic dependence of the normal force with the magnetic
field strength in good agreement with the linear magnetization
theory. However, contradictory observations have been
reported on the shear rate and magnetic field dependence
under steady shear flow.164–166 Chan et al.164 showed that the
normal force increased up to a maximum and then leveled off
to reach a plateau in a start-up flow test. Liu et al.166 observed a
non-monotonous trend in the normal force: with the increase
in the magnetic field the normal force increased first, reached a
maximum and then decreased to a steady state value. When
plotted as a function of the shear rate, the normal force
exhibited a minimum. Yao et al.167 investigated the effects of
time history, shear rate, and temperature under sweeping
magnetic field on the normal force of a MRF. Normal stresses
have also been measured under dynamic oscillatory shear.
Guo et al.168 carried out a systematic investigation using strain
amplitude sweep tests and frequency sweep tests. Three regions
were identified in the strain sweep mode associated to a LVE
region, a nonlinear viscoelastic region and a viscoplastic
region. The frequency had little influence on the normal force
evolution.
Finally, it should be said that besides rheological properties,
other MRF properties have been studied. In particular, both
thermal and electric conductivities increase when the MRF is
magnetized in the field direction. Some recent examples
on thermal studies are as follows: Ocalan and McKinley,148
Yildirim and Genç,169 Sherman et al.170 and Patel and
Upadhyay.171 Very recently, Ruan et al.172 investigated the
influence of oscillatory shear on the magnetic field dependent
electric conductivity of MRFs. The conductivity increased about
1500 times when the field increased from 0.06 to 0.96 T.
A particle–particle resistance model was also proposed to
explain their experimental data.
2.6.1.2. Capillary flow. In this kind of flow, the MRF
is forced to pass through a narrow channel. This particular
flow kinematics is applicable in the so-called valve flow mode in
the specialized literature.173 Early 2011, Kavlicoglu et al.174
proposed an analytical model to predict the pressure loss as a
function of the field strength, flow rate and surface topology of
the channel in terms of a non-dimensional friction factor. The
importance of fluid/wall interactions in the flow behavior was
corroborated by Nishiyama et al.;175 larger pressure drops were
measured in grooved surfaces due to the anchoring effect. The
importance of response time was investigated by Kubik et al.176
In their paper, they described the design, simulation and
experimental testing of a MR valve with short response time.
Both magnetostatic and hydraulic models were experimentally
verified. A novel radial MR valve was described by Hu et al.177
In their design the magnetic flux was guided into the annular
gap maximizing the effective area and providing larger pressure
drops and response times if compared to classical radial MR
valves. Also recently, Kubik et al.178 constructed a MRF shaft
seal with very low friction torque under a pinch mode of
operation. A lower friction torque than standard MRFs and a
higher burst pressure than any ferrofluid were obtained.
2.6.1.3. Simulations. Many simulations reported in the
literature have been successful in predicting experimental
data (e.g. compare Fig. 3a and d). Lagger et al.179 used 3D
Discrete-Element-Method (DEM) simulations to investigate the
mechanisms of shear stress transmission at the particle level.
Particular attention was paid to the wall roughness. In agreement
with previous experiments,136 simulations with ferromagnetic
walls showed no influence of wall roughness contrary to the case
of non-ferromagnetic walls where the influence of roughness was
important. In a subsequent paper by the same authors, an
extensive DEM study was performed to elucidate the rupture
mechanisms behind the yielding process in MRFs.180 They iden-
tified three different patterns: chains, sheets and columns. For
each of the three structure types a corresponding failure mecha-
nism was identified. Limitations of their model were (i) the small
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as magnetic dipoles and (iii) that there was force coupling from
the fluid on the particles but not vice versa.
This particle–fluid coupling was studied together with the
influence of the particular hydrodynamic drag force in Lagger
et al.181 They investigated three models: a DEM with Stokes
drag law for the hydrodynamic interaction and two coupled
DEM smoothed particle hydrodynamics models with drag laws
from Stokes and Dallavalle/Di Felice, respectively. Currently,
this work serves as a useful guideline for the choice of
the hydrodynamic interaction model in particle-based MRF
simulations. In that respect, Vagberg and Tighe182 found that
the viscous force law affected the existence of a true yield stress
in MRFs as well. This can be appreciated in Fig. 3c and d; only
in the second figure, where energy dissipation is supposed to be
related to inelastic collisions between particles, viscosity
diverges as Mn1 indicating a yield stress.
Sherman et al.183 described simulations for a very large
number of particles and demonstrated sheet formation at
experimental volume scales. Results showed that the simula-
tion volume had a significant effect on the structures formed.
Larger volume sizes promoted the formation of thicker lamellar
sheet structures due to the decreased effects of boundary
conditions. Sheet formation was inhibited by increasing shear
rates and aided by increasing magnetic field strength. Large
particle count simulations based on CUDA by the same authors
showed that even for narrow particle size distributions, the
particle size distribution has a substantial effect in that it
dramatically altered chain structures and substantially reduced
the stress at low Mn.184 Simulations on polydisperse MRFs were
also reported by Ruiz-López et al.185 In this case, the effect of
polydispersity was noticeable in the resulting structure but
negligible from a rheological point of view.
Aside from magnetic and hydrodynamic interactions, the
importance of non-magnetic interparticle forces was investi-
gated by Klingenberg et al.186 Non-magnetic forces played a key
role in the off-state. However, they played a minor role in the
on-state. Wilson and Klingenberg187 simulated mixtures of
magnetic and non-magnetic particles in order to explain the
yield stress enhancement of these systems as previously seen in
experiments.188 In their analysis they found that non-magnetic
particles did not alter the microstructure but formed, together
with the magnetic particles, clusters able to transmit stress
through contact repulsive forces. Typically, these clusters were
aligned in the compression axis and thus they offered a larger
resistance to be strained.
Outstanding simulations of rod-like magnetic particles are
those of Okada and Satoh.189 They modeled magnetic sphero-
cylinders using Monte Carlo techniques to investigate the
structural characteristics of the aggregates and Brownian
dynamics simulations to describe their magnetorheological
properties.
Finally, capillary flow simulations are scarce in the recent
literature. An exception is the paper by Zhang et al.190 In this
study, they carried out two-phase Lattice Boltzmann Method
(LBM) simulations on the yielding phenomena during start-up
flow of a MRF flowing through a microchannel.
2.6.2. Elongational flow. In this section we revisit the most
recent progress in the understanding of the flow behavior of
MRFs under elongational flows. Flows under this title can be
divided, at least, into unidirectional monotonous or oscillatory,
compression (squeeze) or tension and constant volume or
constant area. In particular, most of the publications reported
so far correspond to unidirectional monotonous squeeze flow.
The slow squeeze flow behavior has been extensively
documented in the literature. Early 2011, de Vicente et al.191
carried out experimental tests (under constant volume) and
particle level simulations. A micromechanical model was
proposed for dilute MRFs192 while continuum media theory
predictions sufficed to explain experimental observations in
highly concentrated MRFs.193 Farjoud et al.194 carried out a
mathematical model using perturbation techniques. The com-
pression behavior of MRFs was extensively investigated by
Kordonski and Gorodkin.195 A significant increase in the LVE
region was found as a result of column-to-column aggregation
assisted by compression of the samples in the field direction.
They also investigated superimposed compression and shear
deformations. The squeeze flow behavior of MRFs under
constant volume and uniform magnetic fields was reported
by Guo et al.196 They identified two regions: elastic deformation
and plastic flow regions. Horak197 presented a nonlinear model
to describe the MRF behavior in the squeeze flow mode.
In their work it is assumed constant area and no-slip boundary
conditions.
Cyclic compression tests were carried out by Ismail et al.198
to interrogate the particle–fluid separation phenomena while
Horak et al.199 performed oscillatory compression squeeze
mode in a purpose-built experimental setup. A resonant
method was used by Kaluvan et al.200 to determine the field
dependence of the yield stress in MRFs subjected to squeeze
flow. According to this method, the viscosity change was
measured by the shift in the resonance frequency under a field.
During these last ten years, significant progress has been done
in the understanding of the so-called squeeze-strengthening effect
initially reported by Tao and coworkers.201 Hegger and Maas202
proposed a modeling approach that combined the rheological
behavior with tribological effects to describe the squeeze-
strengthening effect. The squeeze-strengthening of MRFs was
carefully investigated by Lucking-Bigué et al.203,204 They derived
a Peclet number and adapted it to the Bingham rheological
model. This Peclet number well predicted the occurrence of
squeeze-strengthening in highly concentrated MRFs. In the
second part of their paper, they superimposed squeeze and
shear at high speeds. The superimposed rotation affected the
squeeze-strengthening by first reducing the radial stress which
causes the filtration phenomenon and second by affecting
the rate of creation/destruction of the MRF microstructure
through the squeeze-to-shear-rate ratio. Horak197 investigated
the squeeze flow of MRFs using simulations and taking into
account that the yield stress increases due to compression.
MRFs have also been investigated under tension. Because of
their tunable yield stress, MRFs can be used for variable-
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A model for the MRF adhesion under nonhomogeneous mag-
netic fields was reported by the authors.
Finally, Sadek et al.206 studied the uniaxial extensional flow
of MRF using a CaBER device with a fixture that is capable
to impose a controllable and homogeneous magnetic field
over the sample volume, either parallel or perpendicular to the
strain direction. Both magnets207 and coils206 have been
implemented in the setup. It is shown that the filament
created during the extensional flow broke earlier when the
sample underwent larger Hencky strains (what promoted the
capillary forces in the filament) or later when the MRF yield
stress was enhanced (either increasing the applied field or
particle concentration). Regarding the field direction, fields
parallel to the strain made breaking times larger than the
perpendicular case due to the more stable configuration of
both magnetic field lines along the sample surface and
particle structures.
2.6.3. Mixed flows. More complicated flows have also been
analyzed. For example, an experimental study on the behavior
of MRFs under compression, elongation and shear was
reported by Wang et al.208 in a self-constructed test system.
Rahimi and Weihs209 investigated the kinematics of MRFs
droplet impact on a smooth surface subjected to a magnetic
field using theory and experiments. El Wahed and McEwan210
investigated the behavior of MRFs in shear, squeeze and mixed
(shear + squeeze) modes. They demonstrated that under the
mixed mode the behavior was enhanced over those in the
squeeze or shear-flow modes. Finally, Pichumani and Gonzá-
lez-Viñas211 reported an exotic method to measure the relative
viscosity of a MRF by applying a magnetic field during a spin-
coating process that involves the evaporation of the solvent.
2.7. Applications
Contrary to other members of the MR family that are still in
their infancy, MRFs have successfully reached the market in
several applications. A recent review on the different applications
of MRFs is that of Skalski and Kalita.212 Other more specialized
reviews are focused on dampers,213 MR valves214 and robotic
applications.215
MRFs are traditionally used in damping applications. New
dampers employing permanent magnets have been constructed
by Kim et al.216 and more recently by Lee and Choi.217 Dampers
operating in the squeeze flow regime have also been developed
by Gong et al.218 and Sapiński and Gołdasz.219 Yang et al.220
investigated the behavior of a linear damper containing MR
shear thickening fluids exhibiting both MR effect and thickening
effect.
Another traditional application of MRFs is their use in MR
brakes. MR brakes are preferred over conventional hydraulic
brakes because the stopping distance and time can be signifi-
cantly reduced. Patil and Lohar221 experimentally investigated
MR brakes in shear and squeeze flow modes of operation.
The durability of a MRF was investigated by Roupec et al.222
It was motivated in the classical papers by Carlson223,224 that
reported an in-use-thickening meaning the damping force
increases with the number of load cycles during long-term
loading of a MR damper. This was found to be a result of the
oxidation of the particles.225
MRFs are also of potential interest in sound propagation
applications. Bramantya et al.226 analyzed the inner structure in
MRFs by measuring the ultrasonic propagation velocity. Ultra-
sonic propagation velocity decreased as the volume fraction of
the particles increased. However, when the magnetic field
increased, the ultrasonic propagation velocity increased. In a
later publication by the same authors, they observed significant
differences in the propagation depending on the orientation
and mode of application of the magnetic field.227 Nanda and
Karami228 detailed the possibility of achieving one-way sound
propagation using MRFs by subjecting them to a time-space
varying magnetic field.
MRFs can be of interest in thermal transport applications
as well. Forero-Sandoval et al.229 demonstrated that higher
concentrations and field strengths led to an increase in the
thermal conductivity. Rahim et al.230 explored the influence of
adding copper and aluminum to MRFs in their thermal
conductivity.
Making use of their adjustable viscosity, MRFs enhance oil
recovery processes.231 CIPs have been incorporated to cement
pastes with the intention to control their rheological properties
in the fresh-state in real time232 and in the fabrication of MR
electrolytes.233 More recently, MRFs have been used in the
fabrication of microneedles using the so-called MR drawing
lithography (MRDL) method.234
Likewise, MRFs have been used in the fabrication of field
actuated grippers eliminating the need to supply vacuum.235
Zhang et al.236 compared the sealing performance of MRFs and
ferrofluids. A higher sealing pressure was observed for MRFs.
For those applications conceived for long operating times, Sato
and Umebara237 proposed a mechanism to control the viscosity
of a MRF using solenoids and permanent magnets in such a
way that no current is needed in the on state while current is
solely needed in the off state.
MRFs allow the generation of liquid drops with controlled
size, shape and wetting characteristics.238 Majidi and Wood239
showed that surface micropatterning controlled the interfacial
sliding resistance of MRF at low magnetic fields. Finally,
interfacial patterns can be tuned by the superposition of
magnetic fields in Hele-Shaw cells.240
In addition, MRFs are of interest in tribological applications
with and without abrasive additives. Two examples are surface
finishing and polishing of freeform (complex 3D) surfaces
under the presence of controlled field gradients.241 A recent
review on MR finishing on metals is that of Mutalib et al.242
MR finishing technology is currently commercialized by QED
Technologies.243
The tribological properties of MRFs in hard contacts have
been reported in the literature by using reciprocating rigs,244
wear testers,245 ball-on-three plates apparatus246,247 and four-
ball tribological devices.248 Contradictory observations have
been reported with no consensus on the influence of magnetic
field on the friction and wear scar. Hu et al.248 suggested that
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scar decreased as the field strength was increased. In contrast,
Shahrivar et al.246 observed that both friction coefficient and
wear scar slightly decreased upon the application of a magnetic
field. The particular magnetic field distribution at the contact
seems to play a key role.
In most tribological applications, MRFs are doped with
abrasive particles like cerium oxide, aluminum oxide and
silicon carbide among others.249 In the presence of magnetic
fields, the field-oriented structure holds the abrasive particles
at place and restricts the motion of the abrasives. Then, super-
imposing a relative motion between the MRF and the finishing
surface the abrasive particles produce the finishing action.
Wang et al.250 modified the geometric shape of the magnets
to improve the polishing efficiency. Currently, many variants of
MR finishing process have been developed to finish different
shapes. Some examples are MR abrasive flow finishing (MRAFF),251




Magnetorheological elastomers (MREs) constitute another key
member in the MR family (see Fig. 1). They were created with
the aim to avoid sedimentation problems in MRFs. Additionally,
they exhibit a superior performance in sealing applications and
are more environmentally friendly than MRFs.
MREs are credited to Rigbi and Jilken.254 In their paper, they
reported a pioneering work on a magnetically sensitive elasto-
mer that aimed to exploit the MR effect. However, there seems
to exist consensus that the first comprehensive investigation on
MREs was conducted by Carlson and coworkers in the 90’s.255
Similar to MRFs, MREs consist of at least three components:
magnetizable (micronsized) particles, a non-magnetic elasto-
meric carrier and additives. Comprehensive review papers
on MREs are those of Li et al.,15 Ubaidillah et al.17 and
Cantera et al.19
The particles are typically CIPs. A high purity iron is required
for better performance. In fact, a low carbon content in the
particles enhances MR effect in dynamic tests.256 The larger the
particle size the smaller (larger) the modulus in the absence
(presence) of magnetic fields. The optimal CIP concentration is
around 27 vol% in view of theoretical models by Davis.257
The elastomeric (carrier) matrix is typically made out of
silicone rubber, natural rubber or thermoplastic elastomer and
prevents the particles from settling. An appropriate matrix
should exhibit easy processability, good aging, good thermal
properties, and a low elastic modulus to maximize MR effect.
Since CIPs are hydrophilic and matrices are typically hydro-
phobic, coupling agents are frequently used to change the
surface of the particles from hydrophilic to hydrophobic.
In the off-state and when properly functionalized, CIPs act as
conventional fillers reinforcing the matrix and improving its
mechanical properties. In MREs, particles are often treated to
remove the moisture from their surface before the curing
process and to reduce the effect of oxidation on the MREs.
Atom transfer radical polymerization (ATRP) techniques are
frequently used for surface polymerization of iron particles with
fluorinated styrene as monomer in a silicone rubber.258 A wide
range of additives are incorporated in the formulation to
enhance the mechanical properties of the MREs. Recently, Aziz
et al.259 investigated the influence of several types of processing
aids (naphthenic oil, light mineral oil and epoxidized palm oil)
in the formulation of MREs.
Depending on how the particles are distributed within the
matrix during the crosslinking process, one can distinguish
between isotropic (unstructured) IMREs or anisotropic
(structured) AMREs. Particles are homogeneously (randomly)
dispersed in the matrix in the case of IMREs. On the contrary,
particles are pre-arranged (aligned) in chain-like structures
in the case of AMREs. Generally speaking, an anisotropic
arrangement gives a better performance than an isotropic
arrangement. However, minor differences have been reported
between IMRE and AMRE for high-strains (about 100%) base
isolation devices when the particle loading was larger than
25 vol%.260 The advantage of using IMREs instead of AMREs is
that they can perform optimally for various directions of
vibration. In the literature, the pre-structure process is affected
by three main factors: strength of the magnetic field, time
exposed and temperature.17
3.1. Pre-yield regime
Contrary to MRFs, MREs operate in the pre-yield regime. The
mechanical characterization of MREs is generally performed
using quasi-static or dynamic tests. Dynamic tests consist of
the superposition of small oscillating forces/torques on the
samples and measuring the corresponding deformation in
the LVE regime. Two devices are generally used: torsional
rheometers for the shear characterization and Dynamic
Mechanical Analyzers or Universal Testing Machines for the
compression/tension characterization.
In the preyield regime there are several operation modes of
interest for MREs: shear mode, squeeze/elongation mode and
field-active mode (see Fig. 1). Note that the pressure mode
(or valve flow mode) that works for MRFs is not applicable
for MREs. However, a new mode exists which is the so-called
field-active mode; MREs can change their shape by a magnetic
field. For the shear mode and squeeze/elongation mode, MREs
work similarly as MRFs. MREs that work in the field-active
mode can be used to design various actuators. Examples of
shear mode devices include vibration absorbers, vibration
isolators, and base isolators. Examples of squeeze/elongation
mode devices are vibration absorbers, engine mounts and
compressive spring elements.15
3.2. Stiffness and damping
Contrary to MRFs that are essentially characterized by a single
magnitude, the yield stress dictated by the field-induced struc-
tures, MREs are characterized by their stiffness and damping.
Both features come from the viscoelastic nature of the MRE and
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region during oscillatory tests. Under a small sinusoidal strain,
the MRE develops a stress (also sinusoidal and with the same
frequency) that can be decomposed in phase with the strain or
in quadrature with the strain or, equivalently, in phase with the
shear rate.
The ratio between the in-phase stress component and the
strain is known as the storage modulus (in shear or elongation:
G0 or E0) and stands for the instant response of the MRE to a
strain. It can be considered a measurement of the stiffness or
elastic-solid behavior. The ratio between the in-quadrature
stress component and the strain is known as the loss modulus
(G00 or E00). Since the in-quadrature stress component is, at the
same time, in phase with the shear rate, the loss modulus is a
measure of the liquid-like behavior of the MRE.261
The storage and loss moduli are directly proportional to the
energy stored and dissipated by the MRE, hence its damping
performance (relative to the elastic stored energy) can be
measured by the loss factor tan d, defined as the ratio between
the two moduli (tan d = G00/G0 or tan d = E00/E0).262
The final goal in MRE technology is to achieve a large
increase of the storage modulus in the on-state (i.e. a large
MR effect) and a controllable loss factor over a wide range of
values. Specifically, in simple vibration control/isolation
devices, a small loss factor is required to attenuate oscillations
with frequencies above the natural frequency, while a large loss
factor is required to attenuate oscillations close to the natural
frequency.263,264
On the one hand, the majority of the on-state storage
modulus is dictated by the field-induced structures, particle
magnetization and particle concentration. However, the
modulus change over its value in the off-state relies also on
the viscoelastic properties of the matrix265 and particle concen-
tration. Experimentally, the most direct way to enhance the MR
response is to maximize the particle loading and minimize the
storage modulus of the carrier matrix.266
On the other hand, Yang et al.267 identified three contribu-
tions to the damping properties (loss factor) of a MRE: intrinsic,
interface and magneto-mechanical damping. Among them, there
seems to exist consensus in that the majority of the damping
properties come from the second one. At particle–matrix inter-
faces with a poor adhesion, the frictional sliding between the
particles and the matrix is responsible for the energy dissipation.
Yet, in some studies, it is stated that the loss factor of the material
changes due to the magnetic field. A majority of studies conclude
that a magnetic field does not have any remarkable effect on the
loss factor.268–271 Therefore, the most distinctive change in the
material property of MREs under a magnetic field is its storage
modulus.
Overall, storage modulus and loss factor of MREs are
dictated by three key ingredients: (i) magnetic field-induced
structures (disposition, strength and concentration), (ii) the
viscoelasticity of the matrix, and (iii) interfacial adhesion
between the particles and the matrix.
In the LVE region, i.e. for small deformations typically of
the order of 0.01% in torsional shear,272 both magnitudes G0
and tan d remain constant with the deformation amplitude.
However, G0, G00 and tan d increase with the frequency due to
the viscoelastic behavior of the elastomer in the rubbery phase
(G00,272 tan d273). Of especial interest is that AMREs show a
larger G0 and G00 compared to IMRE and therefore a larger
MR effect (assuming the field parallel to the chain axes). It has
been experimentally documented that G0 increases with
the magnetic field strength but there is not experimental
consensus on the behavior of tan d and there exist opposite
experimental results.274 A weak linear increase of tan d with
the magnetic field has been reported by Norouzi et al.273 Lee
et al.260 demonstrated that the change in tan d under an
external magnetic field was almost negligible compared to
the change of G0.
MREs deviate from the linear regime at a critical deforma-
tion that increases with the excitation frequency275 but
decreases with the particle loading,276 magnetic field strength
(IMRE277) and temperature.276 Once the MRE deviates from the
LVE region, the moduli decrease with the strain amplitude.
This behavior is called the Payne effect278 and is enhanced for
the more concentrated MREs.279
3.3. Challenges: interfacial adhesion
As shown in the previous section, interfacial adhesion between
particles and matrix is crucial for the MRE response. A poor
adhesion will allow frictional sliding at the interfaces increasing
the loss factor while a good adhesion will prevent the Payne effect,
extending the LVE region to larger strains,17 increasing the storage
modulus and reducing the loss factor. Bodelot et al.280 stressed
how important the quality of the interfacial adhesion between the
filler particles and the matrix was in the mechanical behavior
under large deformations.
To improve dispersibility and strengthen interfacial
adhesion it is convenient to perform a surface modification
of the CIP.281–283 A few papers exist in the literature demon-
strating how to tune the interfacial adhesion, and with it the
loss factor, through the use of different additives for the matrix.
Acetone has been used to prevent iron–silicone attachment and
improve the loss factor284 while maleic anhydride compatibilizer
in a polybutadiene matrix can reduce interfacial friction and loss
factor.285 In addition, rosin glycerin in a natural rubber matrix has
shown both behaviors, increasing or reducing the loss factor
depending on the used concentration.286
3.4. Experimental techniques
Traditionally, Scanning Electron Micrographs (SEM) on MRE
cutting planes are used to get information about particle
structure and interfacial adhesion.287 More recent approaches
involve the use of microrheology to monitor MREs curation
process in real time288 and Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM),
Magnetic Force Microscopy (MFM), Force/Distance (F/D)
spectroscopy and nanoindentation to obtain information at
the surface of the specimen.289 Undoubtedly, a major break-
through during the last ten years is the use of XlCT to evaluate
interfacial adhesion and structuration in MREs.
Odenbach and coworkers were pioneers on the use of XmCT
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integrity of the sample. Some drawbacks of this technique are
that, at present, the particle concentration cannot be too high
(2 vol%) and the particle size must be big (of the order of tens of
microns).290,291 Fig. 4a shows a typical XmCT image. Using this
technique, the influence of the magnetic field on the particle
microscopic position and sample macroscopic shape was
reported by Gundermann et al.292 Borbáth et al.291 described
the structural properties of MREs fabricated at different field
strengths. The average number of columns decreased with
increasing the magnetic field strength. Particle distributions
were obtained by Gundermann et al.293 while Borin et al.294
investigated the influence of particle concentration in the
cross-linking of the elastomer. They observed a decrease in the
level of crosslinking by increasing the particle concentration. The
first investigation on XmCT observations under magnetic fields and
a mechanical strain was reported by Schümann and Odenbach.295
3.5. Formulations
3.5.1. Ultrasoft MREs. In an attempt to enhance MR effect,
some interest has been focused in the fabrication of ultrasoft
elastomers (storage modulus below 100 kPa).296 The reason for
this is that particles within an ultrasoft elastomer can easily
move to form chain-like structures under the presence of a
magnetic field. Of course, these MREs are not acceptable in
certain applications where a high initial modulus is required
because the loading capacity265 and the durability reduce.15
Most of the publications can be grouped in two approaches:
(i) varying the ratio between the monomer and the crosslinker
and thus reducing the crosslinking density of the polymer and
(ii) softening the polymer by adding a plasticizer molecule.297
The second approach is preferred because the first one results
in a strongly adhesive jelly-like appearance.
Other approaches have also been followed. For example,
Forster et al.298 developed a low-cost wax-based molding technique
to provide certain patterns for ultrasoft (below 40 kPa) MRE
surfaces. In Fig. 4b a schematic of the manufacturing process
and the resultant patterns are shown.
3.5.2. Multiresponsive MREs. Several attempts are also
described in the literature to get multiresponsive MREs that
are sensitive to other fields apart from magnetic ones; the most
common one being the electric field. These MREs can be inte-
grated into sensors to detect foot motion and in artificial skin.
A strain sensor based on conductive MREs containing silver
nanowires in a polyurethane sponge, CIP and PDMS matrix was
Fig. 4 (a1) Optical microscopy image of an AMRE observed in the direction of the field-induced chains with an applied field strength of 30 kA m1 during
curing. (a2) Reconstructed image using XmCT from the same sample as in (a1). (a3) Detail of (a2). The captured box is 15 mm height and 1  1 mm2 cross
section. (a4) Detail of chains observed with XmCT. The average particle diameter is around 35 mm. Adapted from Table 1 and Fig. 1 in ref. 291 with
permission from IOP Publishing, copyright 2020. (b1) Diagram to stamp MRE patterns over MRE surfaces (left branch) or over surfaces of other materials
(right branch). (b2 and b3) Examples of the resultant patterns in perspective and top view, respectively. Adapted from Fig. 2, 4 and 6 in ref. 298 with
permission from Wiley Online Library, copyright 2020. (c) Force versus displacement loops obtained during tension–compression cycles over
a bidisperse IMRE under different applied fields. The total magnetic particle content is 40 vol%. From this, 25% of the particles are hard magnetic: (c1)
non-premagnetized sample and (c2) pre-magnetized sample at 1.5 T. Adapted from Fig. 8 and 12 in ref. 311 with permission from Springer Nature,
copyright 2020. (d1) Experimental storage modulus during an applied magnetic field loop for an IMRE based on hard magnetic particles (33 vol%). The
IMRE is pre-magnetized at different fields indicated in the key of the figure. The loop is asymmetric only if the pre-magnetization field is larger than the
maximum applied field in the loop. (d2) and (d3) Schemes showing the loops of magnetization (Jp in this figure-dashed line) and magnetic contribution to
the storage modulus (DG0-continuous line) when the pre-magnetization field is smaller or larger than the maximum applied field in the loop, respectively.
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developed by Hu et al.299 Prem et al.300 synthesized electro-
magneto responsive elastomers by mixing magnetic CIP and
electrically conductive particles. Landa et al.301 prepared
Ni-based MRE with particles having spherical and rod-like
shapes. Then, experiments were recorded compressing the
MRE in directions parallel and perpendicular to the needles.
Padalka et al.302 investigated MREs filled with Fe, Co and Ni
nanowires under oscillatory compressive tests. Both the storage
modulus and the dissipated energy per cycle were larger with
nanowires than with spheres. Silver-coated magnetite particles
were fabricated and dispersed in PDMS by Mietta et al.303 to
obtain dual responsive particles. Finally, magneto-electro-
rheological elastomers were formulated by Borin and Stepanov.304
3.5.3. Bidisperse MREs. Unfortunately, traditional MREs
are unsuitable for multiresponsive MREs, and in particular for
electric field-responsive MREs, due to their poor conductivity.
A solution for this is the use of bidisperse particles. During the
last ten years there has been significant progress on the
formulation of bidisperse MREs. Table 3 contains some of
the most remarkable publications in this field.
Bimodal MREs were probably first investigated by Li and
Zhang.305 Experiments showed that MREs with large particle
sizes have lower zero-field modulus and higher field-induced
modulus than MREs with small particles. Similar to some
bimodal MRFs, bimodal MREs investigated in their work
exhibited a much larger MR effect than similar MREs with just
one kind of particle (see Fig. 2c). In their paper, they also
developed an effective permeability model to describe the
behavior of structured MREs.
Li and Sun265 prepared bidisperse MREs by incorporation of
carbon nanotubes (CNT) to conventional MREs and demon-
strated that both G0 and tan d increased with the addition of
CNT. The enhancement of G0 can be explained bearing in mind
that a mechanical reinforcement occurs when adding CNTs.
Regarding the tan d increase, it seems that at large CNTs
concentrations CIPs aggregate and weaken the bonds with
the matrix and increase the loss factor.314 Indeed, Poojary
et al.314 found an optimum CNT concentration below which
G0 increased and tan d decreased. Similar observations were
reported by Aziz et al.312 synthesizing MREs with pristine,
carboxylated and hydroxylated multiwalled CNTs as additives
below the aforementioned optimum concentration. Finally,
Shabdin et al.308 investigated the rheology and resistivity of
graphite based MREs.
Based on its magnificent performance in the rubber industry
(improving elastomers resilience, tear strength and wear resis-
tance strength) carbon black has also been widely used in
(bidisperse) MRE syntheses. The manuscript by Nayak et al.306
described the fabrication and characterization of MREs con-
taining carbon black in a silicone elastomer. They demonstrated
that the addition of carbon black improved the mechanical
properties of the MREs. The MR effect was smaller in the case
of a hard matrix as compared to a softer matrix. The addition of
carbon black attenuated the time rate of mass loss. MREs with
carbon black can operate at higher temperature compared
to MREs without carbon black. E0 and G0 increased with the
addition of carbon black. Lu et al.309 studied the influence of
carbon black on the dynamic mechanical analysis of MREs.
In particular, they investigated the storage modulus and the loss
factor. They observed that the loss factor increased with the
carbon black concentration. Similar results were obtained by
Fan et al.310
Yu et al.264 prepared dimorphic MREs. First, CIP was
modified by Fe nanoflakes using a simple method and then
dimorphic MREs were fabricated by partial replacement of CIP
with CIP-nano-Fe. Kwon et al.307 fabricated dimorphic MREs by
addition of rod-like maghemite nanoparticles. These MREs
exhibited a higher modulus, tensile strength and elongation
percentage than pure CIP-based elastomers.
Most of the previous studies on MREs use soft magnetic
particles so that the MRE demagnetizes in the absence of an
external magnetic field (an exception is the paper by Siegfried
et al.318). However, bidisperse MREs containing hard magnetic
particles have received significant attention in the last
ten years. Lee et al.319 described the preparation of MREs
containing g-Fe2O3 rod-shaped hard magnetic particles added
to CIP to enhance the MR effect of MREs. Also, Borin et al.311
investigated the mechanical properties of MREs prepared by
Table 3 Examples of bidisperse MREs based on different particle materials. Diameter (spherical), ratio length : diameter (rod) or main size for irregular
shaped particles together with the matrix material are also indicated. CNT: carbon nanotube. MWCNT: multiwalled carbon nanotube
Publication Particles Matrix Size, diameter (nm) Shape
Yu et al.264 CIP/CIP coated with iron nanoflakes Polyurethane B6500/unknown Spheres
Li and Sun265 CIP/CNT RTV silicone rubber B15 000/B30 000 : 40 Sphere/fibers
Li and Zhang305 CIP Silicone rubber B50 000/B5000 Spheres
Nayak et al.306 CIP/carbon black RTV silicone elastomer B5000/unknown Sphere/unknown
Kwon et al.307 CIP/maghemite Natural rubber B5000/B500:unknown Sphere/rod
Shabdin et al.308 CIP/graphite Silicone rubber B6000/B16 000 Sphere/unknown
Lu et al.309 CIP/carbon black Natural rubber B3200/unknown Sphere/unknown
Fan et al.310 CIP/carbon black Natural rubber B3000/B100 Sphere/unknown
Borin et al.311 CIP/NdFeB PDMS B5000/B35000 Spheres
Aziz et al.312 CIP/MWCNT Natural rubber B6000/B10 000 : 10 Sphere/fibers
Aziz et al.313 CIP/MWCNT Natural rubber B6000/B10 000 : 20 Sphere/fibers
Poojary et al.314 CIP/CNT RTV silicone rubber B5000/B10 000 : 20 Sphere/fibers
Sorokin et al.315 Fe/magnetite Silicon rubber 55 000/35 Spheres
Aloui and Klüppel316 CIP/iron oxide Styrene–butadiene rubber 3500/15 Spheres/irregular
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mixing soft and hard magnetic particles. Although the MR
response is mainly governed by the (easily magnetizable) soft
particles, values of E0 and tan d in the on-state were larger when
hard particles were pre-magnetized (see Fig. 4c). Makarova et al.320
investigated three different hard magnetic particles in the pre-
paration of MREs. Wen et al.321 demonstrated that the storage
modulus in a hard MRE can not only be increased by increasing
the field but also decreased by increasing the field in the opposite
direction. In Fig. 4d1 the storage modulus during applied mag-
netic field loops is shown. The asymmetric shape comes from the
asymmetric hysteresis loops of magnetic particles when the hard
MRE is pre-magnetized at a given field and then tested until a
smaller applied field (compare Fig. 4d2 and d3).
3.6. Physical properties
In the absence of magnetic fields, MREs behave as conven-
tional filled elastomers. However, in the presence of magnetic
fields embedded particles become magnetized and interact
increasing the MR effect. This increase is even more noticeable
in the case of AMREs if compared to IMREs when the magnetic
field is oriented parallel to the direction of the particle
chains.322 Gorman et al.322 is probably the first publication to
compare results for uniaxial and biaxial testing under high
strain fatigue test conditions.
The physical properties of MREs can be described using
quasi-static and dynamic tests.
3.6.1. Quasi-static regime. There are three fundamental
kinematics to explore the quasi-static regime: shear, tension
and compression.
3.6.1.1. Shear. Liao et al.323 described the influence of shear
deformation on the normal force in MREs. In the quasi-static
regime, the normal force decreased with the shear strain at low
magnetic field. However, it increased with the strain at high
magnetic field. A similar trend was observed in oscillatory
shear. However, the normal force decreased sharply when the
strain amplitude exceeded 7%. Experimental results for small
and large fields were explained in terms of two factors: the
elastic modulus in the pre-compression direction and the
magnetic torque. The sharp decrease at 7% under oscillatory
shear is justified by the breakage of the field-induced struc-
tures. More recently, Kikuchi et al.324 investigated the large
strain behavior of MREs in shear under uniform magnetic
fields and compression under non-uniform magnetic fields.
Their model was based on the previous model by Kraus.325
3.6.1.2. Tension and compression. The tensile properties of
MREs have been vaguely investigated in the recent literature.
Sandesh et al.326 showed that the tensile modulus of an
elastomer increases by addition of CIP. However, it reduced
the percentage elongation and tensile strength making the
MRE brittle. The tensile properties of magnetically hard MREs
were also investigated by Borin et al.327
Undoubtedly, compression tests clearly dominate over shear
and tension tests. The comparison between tensile and shear
moduli of MREs is missing in the literature. An attempt was
carried out by Borin et al.328 using rod specimens. Ghafoorianfar
et al.329 proposed a model to predict the electrical resistivity and
magnetostriction of MREs under different applied magnetic fields
and mechanical compressive loads. Han et al.330 proved that the
dipole-interaction model failed to explain the tension/compression
observed in experiments. In this paper, various filler-chain
structures were studied to demonstrate the ultimate field-
stiffening effect in MREs. It seems that the wavy chain structure
was the key in the modulus increase. The study also foresaw the
possibility of a negative MR effect. Sun et al.331 described MREs
working in squeeze mode and proposed a model. Then, in a
following publication they compared the shear and squeeze
behavior.332 Interestingly, the squeeze MRE absorber had a
larger frequency-shift range than that working in the shear
mode. Suo et al.333 proposed a model for MREs. An extended
fractional-order derivative model was developed to consider the
Payne effect using the framework of the Kraus model.
3.6.2. Dynamic regime. Koo et al.334 investigated the
dynamic mechanical properties of MREs under compression.
From the resultant stress–strain loops, they observed that the
area of the loop increases as the magnetic field increases,
indicating that the dissipated energy in each cycle, i.e.
the damping properties of the material, also increases. They
modeled the dynamic behavior of the MREs by using an
artificial neural network. Małecki et al.335 studied the dynamic
mechanical analysis of MREs of surface functionalized CIP and
the large strain dynamic mechanical behavior of MREs was
investigated by Lee et al.260
Norouzi et al.273 described the dynamic behavior of MREs in
oscillatory shear tests in terms of a modified Kelvin–Voigt model.
In a later paper, Norouzi et al.336 proposed a MRE model that
captures the dynamic behavior in tensile–compressive loadings
and compared it with experiments. Both the equivalent storage
modulus (obtained from the slope of the hysteresis loops) and
loss modulus (obtained from the loop area) increased with the
field. Guo et al.337 created a model using an Abel dashpot for the
torsional dynamic oscillatory properties of MREs.
An alternative way to elucidate the viscoelastic character of
any material is through the use of creep-recovery tests. In this
sense, Qi et al.338 investigated the creep and recovery behavior
of MREs based on polyurethane/epoxy resin graft interpenetrating
polymer networks. Findley’s, Burgers and Weibull models were
used. In a following paper they investigated the stress relaxation of
MREs.339
The influence of a prestress on the mechanical properties of
MREs has also been investigated. Danas et al.340 found that a
compressive/tensile prestress made the MRE elongate/compress
itself under the presence of a magnetic field (magnetostrictive
behavior). On its part, Feng et al.341 have shown that with
increasing prestress, both the storage modulus and magneto-
induced modulus showed a declining trend after an initial ascent.
A theoretical model was also provided in each of these works.
The temperature dependence of the dynamic properties of
MREs has been reported by Wan et al.342 In their paper, the
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3.6.3. Mixed/other regimes. Similar to MRFs, a common
trend today is to superimpose different modes. In this sense,
Tao et al.343 investigated the squeeze-shear mode of operation
of MREs. Leng et al.344 described the design, construction and
testing of a MRE-based isolator working in shear-squeeze mixed
mode. Vatandoost et al.345 described a comprehensive model
for the dynamic behavior of MREs under coupled tension–
compression mode. The model was capable to describe the
asymmetric hysteretic behavior under cyclic deformations.
Also, exotic deformations are attracting the attention of
several researchers. For instance, Schubert and Harrison346
carried out equi-biaxial tension tests on MREs. In a subsequent
paper, the isotropic and anisotropic magnetic permeabilities
of MREs were identified using a simple inverse modelling
approach.347 MREs under impact loading conditions were
investigated by Leng et al.348 They explored two influential
factors: particle arrangement and magnetic field strength.
The dissipated energy increased with magnetic field and is
larger in the case of structured MREs.
3.6.4. Analytical models. Modelling the rheological beha-
vior of MREs (if interested in their mechanical applications) is
the first step toward successful engineering applications. There
is currently limited work on the modeling of MREs and can
be classified in two different viewpoints: macro-mechanical
models based on the MRE force–displacement relationship
and micromechanical models describing the MRE at the particle
scale.273 Although micromechanical ones are based in less sup-
positions, they also entail a higher and commonly unavoidable
computational effort when implemented at device (application)
scales. In this sense, macro-mechanical models are advantageous
as can be easily adapted to the particular application. Never-
theless, they are phenomenological models that do not offer a
unique constitutive equation for the MRE rheological behavior
(see, for example, Fig. 5a and b).
Among macro-mechanical models, a three-parameter model
has been normally used to describe the viscoelastic behavior
of rubber-like material. This is typically a combination of a
stiffness element and a Kelvin model (i.e. a stiffness element
and damping element in parallel).15,273 Most available models
in the MRE literature neglect interfacial interactions and therefore
their predictions are only appropriate for the storage modulus and
not the loss factor. However, as stated in Section 3.2, an appro-
priate viscoelastic model for MREs needs to capture not only
magnetostatic forces but also the viscoelastic character of the
elastomeric matrix and the interactions between the particles
and the matrix. A model that includes these three contributions
is that of Chen and Jerrams.349 Some of the predictions of this
model are shown in Fig. 5c. In particular, it can be seen that the
predicted trends for the storage modulus and the loss factor as a
function of the interfacial adhesion follow the experimental trends
(see Section 3.3).
At particle scale, Li and Sun274 proposed a micromechanical
model that was capable of predicting the off-state stiffness and
damping behavior as well as the MR effect in MREs. The
dependence of the moduli on the frequency in IMREs was
modeled by Agirre-Olabide and Elejabarrieta275 considering the
anisotropy in the magnetic permeability of the MREs. Other
theoretical developments are those of Biller et al.350,351 and
Vaganov et al.352
As it happens in MRFs, particle-level simulations have
become a very useful tool for MRE modeling (see Menzel353
for a recent review). With these simulations, it is possible to
track each particle position bearing in mind magnetic and
matrix mediated forces. An example, among many others, is
the work of Pessot et al.354 where they used a simulation to
calculate the frequency-dependent elastic moduli based on the
decomposition of the linear response to an external stress in
normal modes. Although they also compared against experiments
in Pessot et al.,355 comparisons to validate previous models would
be clearly favored by the manual arrangement of iron powder in
lattices (e.g. Li et al.356 described the analysis, fabrication and
characterization of patterned MREs, see Fig. 5d).
3.7. Applications
Commercialization of MR based devices is still limited to MRF
dampers and MREs have not penetrated into commercial
products.17 However, classical potential applications of MREs range
from automotive357 and aerospace to civil engineering devices.291
MREs are traditionally used in mounts and shock absorbers.
Since the pioneering paper by Ginder et al.,268 it was clearly
demonstrated the mechanical potential of MREs to develop
tuned vibration absorbers. Indeed, today, major potential
applications of MREs concern vibration control (absorption
and isolation). This is due to the fact that storage modulus
and loss factors can be tuned by the superposition of a
magnetic field. In particular, the natural frequency of the
system increases together with the storage modulus. Of course,
in addition to its magnetoelastic character, MREs possess other
functions such as magnetoresistance, magnetostriction, piezo-
resistance and thermoresistance. In particular, the use or MREs
in sensing devices is still in its infancy.299
The macroscale deformation of magnetized MREs has been
studied extensively in the past. However, MREs have recently
found another interesting application as the surface of these
elastomers can be micro-deformed in a controlled way super-
imposing external magnetic fields. This has an impact in
boundary friction, wettability and adhesion properties. Specifi-
cally, AMREs that are inherently hydrophobic can become
superhydrophobic when a small magnetic field is applied.358–360
The storage modulus and the surface properties are changed.
Chen et al.360 obtained an analytical model for the field-induced
surface micro-deformations considering an infinite medium.
Other applications based on surface deformation involve
their use as smart adaptative mirrors361 and as actuator-based
hand-held devices for user interaction with touch screens.
Since the touch screen is flat and featureless, the user can only
interact with the virtual object under visual guidance and this is
a limitation for a blind person. To enhance realism haptic
devices based on MR technology are emerging.362
MREs are also used in electromagnetic (EM) protection
applications. Sedlačı́k et al.363 investigated the EM shielding
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radiation in the ultra-high frequency band, namely the range
from 700 MHz to 1.6 GHz. The performance was strongly
dependent on the magnetic field strength with AMREs exhibiting
superior EM shielding than their IMREs counterparts.364,365
Moucka et al.366 reported the dielectric properties of MREs.
This is essential for applications such as piezoresistive sensors
or radio-absorbing materials. It is based on the fact that AMREs
exhibit higher electric conductivity when compared to their
isotropic analogues. The aim of their work was to correlate the
microstructure of the MRE and its dielectric response.
MREs can be applied as anisotropic thermal, electric and
sound conductors/attenuators as well. Zhong et al.367 investi-
gated the enhancement of thermal transport in AMREs with the
flash method. Zhu et al.368 investigated the conductivity of
MREs under pressure while their acoustical properties have
been recently tested by Hasheminejad and Shabanimotlagh369
and by Korobko and coworkers.370
Apart from a controllable storage modulus and loss factor,
MREs also exhibit a change in shape when placed under a
magnetic field. The field-active mode originates from the
magnetostrictive behavior of MREs. Therefore, they can be
used in soft actuators and artificial muscles. For a recent review
on this topic we refer to Elhajjar et al.371 MREs are currently
used as building blocks in sensors and actuators for applications
in microfluidics such as self-powered magnetic field sensors,372
mechanical actuators373,374 (see Fig. 5e), and micropumps.375 The
influence of temperature in the magnetostriction was investigated
by Diguet et al.376 Using digital holographic interferometry, Gong
et al.377 showed that there is not consensus on whether an MRE
should contract or stretch when a magnetic field is superimposed.
The results demonstrated that some regions stretch while other
regions contract. Isolated particles in the MRE led to contraction
while grouped particles led to stretch.378 This characteristic makes
it possible to control surface roughness and therefore wettability
and friction as commented above.
A fast growing field of research is the use of MREs in
tribological applications. Li et al.379 demonstrated that IMREs
exhibit a decreasing friction coefficient with the applied mag-
netic field. On the other hand, the influence of magnetic field
on AMREs is not monotonic. Lian et al.380 studied friction and
wear properties of MREs under vibration conditions. Friction
was found to decrease with magnetic field and amplitude and
to increase with vibration superposition and frequency. Wear
depth decreased under fields and increased with vibration.
Fig. 5 (a) Model based on stiffness and damping elements as proposed by Norouzi et al.273 to reproduce IMRE behavior in oscillatory shear tests. From
ref. 273 with permission from SAGE, copyright 2020. (b) Example of model based on stiffness and damping elements proposed by Norouzi et al.336 to
reproduce IMRE behavior in oscillatory compression tests. (c1) Model proposed by Chen and Jerrams349 for MREs including: (I) viscoelastic properties of
the matrix, (II) magnetic contribution to mechanical properties and (III) interfacial adhesion. (c2 and c3) Represent predictions of the storage modulus and
loss factor as a function of the interfacial adhesion strength, tc in (c1). Adapted from Fig. 1–3 in ref. 349 with permission from AIP, copyright 2020.
(d1) Experimental layer by layer protocol to manufacture an AMRE with precise control over particle position. (d2) and (d3) are pictures of the resultant
lattice (particles are 400 mm diameter) and body center cubic structures (800 mm), respectively. From ref. 356 with permission from AIP. (e1) MRE actuator
implemented in a microfluidic circuit. When a permanent magnet is approached to the MRE, it deforms and squeezes the fluid within the chamber.
(e2) Two channels feed the MRE chamber with different colored fluids. By increasing the frequency of approaching the magnet, the MRE induce chaotic
fluid motion resulting in both fluids being mixed. Adapted from Fig. 4 in ref. 374 with permission from WILEY-VCH, copyright 2020. (f1) Amplitude of the
surface deflection as a function of the applied magnetic field for different mechanical compressions. Magnetic field is applied vertically while the
compression is exerted in the horizontal direction in the inset picture. (f2) For a given mechanical compression, the corresponding surface roughness
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Lian et al.381 investigated the stick-slip characteristics of MRE
against aluminum plate. Stick-slip is originated from the differ-
ence between the static and dynamic friction forces. Controlling
stick-slip is important because it can lead to vibration, noise and
wear reducing the lifetime of friction pairs. Although it was
not relevant at low speeds it enhanced as the speed increased.
The superposition of a magnetic field was capable to reduce the
stick-slip phenomena and therefore reduce wear as well. The
active control of surface roughness in MREs was also investigated
by Psarra et al.382 Their experimental system consisted in an IMRE
layer deposited on top of a non-magnetic elastomer that served as
a substrate. By changing the applied mechanical compression and
magnetic field over this system they obtained, experimentally and
numerically, a phase diagram organizing the different observed
surface roughness patterns (see Fig. 5f).
4. Bridging the gap between MRFs and
MREs
Whenever the carrier is neither a Newtonian liquid nor a
perfectly elastic material, the MR composite is said to be in
the borderline between MRFs and MREs. MR materials in this
region constitute a big family that grows quickly with time. We
will call them generalized magnetorheological materials (GMRMs).
These kinds of materials are referred in the literature as MR gels,
MR plastomers, etc. (see Fig. 6a taken from Wang et al.383).
The motivation behind efforts filling the gap between MRFs
and MREs is that both kinds of materials are complementary.
MRF devices mainly possess variable damping while MRE
devices mainly have variable stiffness. A difficulty that arises
when working with GMRMs is that the rheological behavior is
in many cases not reversible and this complicates the analysis
(e.g. MR plastomers). Additionally, the rheological behavior is
not linear anymore. Two recent examples exploring the large-
amplitude oscillatory shear (LAOS) behavior of GMRMs are
those of An et al.384 and Pang et al.385 An et al.384 prepared
MR materials in self-assembled triblock copolymers. They
found that the onset strain towards nonlinear rheology
decreases substantially under magnetic fields. In their turn,
Pang et al.385 measured the normal stress in MR materials
prepared in polyurethane gels using experiments and particle
level simulations. As the amplitude of the strain increased, the
peak of the normal stress increased and the trough decreased.
Two arguments were provided to explain the normal force
evolution: the Poynting effect and the magnetic-induced
normal stress.
The use of a non-Newtonian matrix, and in particular a yield
stress material, has been demonstrated to be very effective in
the prevention of particles from sedimentation.386,387 The
paper by Rich et al.388 makes use of the fact that the process
of assembling particles into organized functional structures is
influenced by the rheological properties of the carrier and in
particular its yield stress. Tuning these properties, for example
through changes in the temperature as it was done in
Wang et al.,389 represented a viable approach for controlling
particle assembly. Yang et al.390 prepared MRFs by dispersion
of CIP in 12-hydroxy stearic acid (12-HAS) oil solutions as
carrier. These suspensions exhibited a remarkable sedimenta-
tion stability.
Available literature on this topic can be classified in two
main groups: bidisperse and plastomer GMRMs. These systems
are usually tested in shear and elongation modes, although
some works can be found in valve flow mode as well,
e.g. Whiteley et al.391
4.1. Bidisperse
Similar to MRFs and MREs, the use of bidisperse GMRMs
exhibits benefits over monomodal systems, in particular, a
larger storage modulus. For instance, Yang et al.392 prepared
GMRMs by partial replacement of CIP with Ni-coated multi-
walled CNTs. Dimorphic GMRMs were prepared by Yu et al.393
(using iron nanowires) and Yang et al.394 (using flower-like
CIP). Other exotic bidisperse GMRMs have been reported by
dispersing PTFE particles together with CIP in an organogel to
improve frictional properties.395
4.2. Plastomers
A promising GMRM in the borderline between MRFs and MREs
is that of MR plastomers (MRPs) developed by Xinglong Gong
and coworkers. For a recent review on MRPs we refer to
Xuan et al.396
Liu et al.397 investigated quasi-static loading rates (in particular,
start-up tests). The non-linear properties of MRPs were investi-
gated by Gong et al.398 using torsional rheometry. Similar to
Liao et al.323 for MREs, normal stresses have also been investigated
in MRPs.399 They observed an abrupt drop in the normal stress of
MRPs at high fields (4491 mT) and explained it in terms
of sliding. Xu et al.400 investigated compressive, tensile and
oscillatory squeeze behaviors under constant volume. Three
regions were distinguished in both compressive and tensile
deformation modes: elastic deformation region, stress relaxation
region and plastic flow region. Bidisperse MRPs have also been
investigated in the literature. For instance, carbon filler-doped
MRPs were synthesized by Xu et al.401 More recently, Xu et al.402
investigated the dynamic compression properties of MRPs in a
modified Slit Hopkinson Pressure Bar (SHPB) device. A rate
dependent stiffening performance was observed.
4.3. Other MR materials
Currently, many other MR materials exist apart from MRFs,
MREs and GMRMs. Some examples are foamed MRE, impreg-
nated MR composites and hybrid MRF-E materials.
Foamed MREs are porous MREs with cells being either open
or close. Major advantages are a lighter weight and also the fact
that the elasticity in the off-state can be tuned changing
the porosity; it typically decreases with increasing porosity.
They exhibit excellent vibration and acoustic absorption per-
formance and can be used as sensors and actuators.17 The
storage modulus reduced and the loss factor increased when
increasing the porosity. Stiffness and damping properties were
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MRE using ammonium bicarbonate. More recently, Plachy et al.404
reported the synthesis of a foamed MRE using ethylene propylene
diene rubber and azodicarbonamide as foaming agent.
Most MRF impregnated composites are based on sponges
that serve as a scaffold for the MRF to be held in place due to
capillary forces.405,406 Examples on how to synthesize these
composites are shown in Fig. 6b and c. The sponge is capable
to withstand a certain stress and provides the desired visco-
elastic properties. In a MRF impregnated sponge the particles
within the MRF have some freedom to move around a sponge
scaffold and this maximizes the MR effect. Most MRF impreg-
nated sponges reported in the recent literature are based on
polyurethane with open cell matrices.407–411 An exception is the
paper by Reddy et al.412 that used a CNT foam.
Another set of MRF impregnated composites uses a metal
foam as a skeleton. They were discovered with the aim to
improve the mechanical strength over that of MRF impregnated
sponges. Liu et al.413 described the dynamic response of
different metal foam MRF materials. They used three types of
metal foams: Fe, Ni and Cu. They exhibit some advantages over
the sponge MR materials: more wearable, longer lifetime and
better damping effect. Yao et al.414 investigated the normal
force generated in metal foams subjected to oscillatory shear.
Finally, hybrid MRF-E materials share the benefits of MRFs
and MREs as both MRFs and MREs coexist in the same
composite structure. In fact, hybrid MREs can be fabricated
by encapsulating a MRF within a UV-curable silicone
elastomer415–417 as it is shown in Fig. 6d. The elastic properties
are provided by the MRE component while the damping proper-
ties are provided by the MRF component.
5. Conclusions and future trends
Currently, magnetorheology is a consolidated multidisciplinary field
of research combining classical electromagnetism, fluid physics,
mechanics and materials science. The MR family is growing fast
and a number of potential applications are in development.
As described above, during the last ten years, the emphasis
has been focused on designing materials that result in a
stronger MR response and a better stability. This includes the
synthesis of core–shell magnetic particles and preparation of
bidisperse MR composites. Nevertheless, there is still plenty of
room for improvement with new trends and challenges.
Probably, the most direct route to enhance MR effect is
maximizing the particle content. In this sense, the use of new
Fig. 6 (a1) Example of a GMRM consisting in CIP dispersed in a polymer matrix (silly putty) at 60 wt%. In the off-state, the GMRM exhibits the usual
properties of the matrix, that is, it behaves as a brittle/soft material at large/small shear rates. (a2) Frequency dependence of the storage modulus of the
GMRM shown in (a1) under different magnetic fields. The frequency to pass from soft to brittle material depends on the applied magnetic field. Adapted
from Fig. 5 and 10 in ref. 383 with permission from RSC, copyright 2020. (b1) Manufacture process for an MRF impregnated polyurethane sponge.
(I) Injection and immersion. (II) Oscillatory compression to guarantee homogeneous distribution of the MRF in the sponge. (III) Final MRF content is
known by weighting. (IV) Joint of two specimens to perform oscillatory shear experiments (outer plates are fixed while a force/displacement is imposed in
the inner one). (b2 and b3) Pictures of the polyurethane sponge without and with MRF, respectively. Inner sketch: (1) porous sponge, (2) layer of MRF,
(3) empty space. Adapted from Fig. 3 and 4 in ref. 411 with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2020. (c1) Synthesis of a polyurethane sponge impregnated
by a MRP. (c2 and c3) Particle disposition in the off- and on-state, respectively. As it can be seen, this composite allows particle motion as MRFs. Adapted
from Fig. 2 in ref. 409 with permission from IOP Publishing, copyright 2020. (d1) Manufacture process to synthesize a hybrid material based on MRFs and
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additives such as superplasticizers was found to be of interest,
particularly in low field applications. Unfortunately, the techno-
logy has been developed for water based MRFs and it seems
difficult to translate it to oil-based material applications.
Other alternatives involve the use of unconventional flow/
magnetic field configurations. Non-shearing (elongational)
flows are vaguely understood in the literature. Moreover, it is
expected that combined kinematics (i.e. superimposed flows)
will generate stronger responses. Similarly, cases where a DC
magnetic field is used have been widely studied. However, by
employing triaxial unsteady magnetic fields, it is possible
to generate self-assembled structures that are closer to the
minimum energy configuration. This could be useful in the
fabrication of more efficient MRFs and MREs. In addition, it
should be taken into consideration that the understanding of
magnetorheology in high speed and high magnetic fields is still
in its infancy.
Regarding stability, new research has given rise to a wide
variety of GMRMs but their fundamental understanding is
far to be complete. Only time independent matrices, and in
particular yield stress materials, have been explored in detail to
date although their viscoelastic properties have yet to receive
enough attention. In any case, before attempting the previous
goal, it seems reasonable to deepen in the understanding of
time dependent properties of simpler MR composites that are
still vaguely understood.419,420 Even more difficult seems to be
the understanding of aging effects in MR devices421 due to the
large difference between time/space scales between current
applications and academia investigations.
Recent progress has led to improving MR applications from
different perspectives. A few of these improvements include
IMREs together with AMREs in parallel and series configura-
tions when isotropic stiffness and damping characteristics
are required, mechanically deformable phases in springless
damping applications422,423 or electromagnetic and permanent
magnetic assemblies to reduce power consumption in applications
where the MR composite operates frequently in the on-state.
Finally, it is anticipated that MR materials will be incorpo-
rated in applications related to thermal transport and heat
dissipation424,425 as well as within the context of other
disciplines such as Ecology (for the removal of phosphorous
and lake restoration),426 Biomedicine (for the fabrication of
magnetic scaffolds and tissue engineering)427 or Electronics
(for the fabrication of MR ionogels).428
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